Letters to the Editor
The New York Times
229 West 43rd Street
New York, NY 10036
(212) 556-3622
Please publish other photographs taken by Ed Betz to discredit Denis VanDecker’s misrepresentations in
“For a Patchogue Inventor, a Costly Uphill Battle" by Warren Strugatch. (NY Times, 12/26/04, Long Island
Section pg. 8)
They show the counterfeit-label photographed last August by Andrew Vourlos, Program Manager, Customs
Anti-Counterfeiting Operations, Underwriters Laboratories (UL). He confirmed to me the label was counterfeit,
an investigation was ongoing, and it had two counterfeit trademarks. (See http://gfxtechnology.com/ULLetter.pdf & www.gfxtechnology.com/NYTimes.pdf, pg. 1)
Congressman Bishop and the Canadian Ambassador were contacted because the FBI and RCMP are
reluctant to investigate trafficking in counterfeit goods or violations of the Economic Espionage Act of 1996
(“EEA”). Since 9/11 the FBI has opened about 17,000 fewer cases according to a recent report by Glen A. Fine,
the Inspector General for the U.S. Justice Department.
They also photographed a GFX sold in May 2004 as a Power-Pipe to a Canadian, Wills Weidmark. Contrary
to this misrepresentation -- “The man has no credibility. He throws mud at people. The products aren’t the
same, and our customers know the difference” -- Mr. Weidmark discovered he received an American-made
GFX; not an allegedly superior Power-Pipe. (See www.gfxtechnology.com/NYTimes.pdf, pp.2, 3)
He’s not alone; this counterfeit label is one of hundreds shipped to Doucette and affixed to GFX-products
shipped to Canada; many for the “GFX/Power-Pipe™ Drainwater Heat Recovery System” advertised @
http://www.sedtechnologies.com/powerpipe2.htm. For verification, compare the installations listed on Sed
Technologies’ Web site with ship-to addresses on GFX-Invoices posted @ www.gfxtechnology.com/368-TCAInvoices.pdf. SED also lays false claims to awards, energy credits and independent certifications earned by
GFX at great cost to the GFX-patent owners and taxpayers in America & Canada.
Doucette knew these labels had been counterfeited and some had been affixed to GFX-models having no
UL safety-certification at all. Doucette admitted using hundreds of such counterfeit labels, also in violation of the
Lanham Act, but the Arbitrator failed to report related crimes as required by federal law. (18 USC §4, Misprision
of Felony)
Dr. Carmine F. Vasile
60 Herbert Circle
Patchogue, NY 11772
631-758-6271
NOTES:
1.
The EEA is the first federal statute to criminalize the theft of trade secrets by imparting criminal liability for theft or
misappropriation of trade secrets as well as any attempt or conspiracy to steal or misappropriate trade secrets. EEA Section
1882 targets trade secret theft more generally, without regard to its benefit to a foreign entity. Section 1831 applies to theft of
either products or technical skills unrelated to a product, while Section 1832 is more limited to addressing theft theft of a
trade secret that is related to or included in a product. Section 1837 addresses conduct outside the United States; 1836
permits civil proceedings to enjoin violations. (See 18 USC Part II, Chapter 90 - Protection of Trade Secrets & The Piper
Rudnik IP Report linked to http://www.envoynews.com)
2.
John Lebo, Denis VanDecker, their companies & agents are all subject to Doucette’s confidentiality clause in its
GFX-License (Article 14). UL and its agents are subject to the confidentiality clause in WaterFilm’s Listing Agreement. Each
time I changed jobs, some corporate attorney warned me the Inevitable Disclosure Doctrine “…permits a cause of
action for trade secret misappropriation to be alleged even in the absence of any actual misappropriation based
solely on the employee's exposure to trade secrets and the claimed likelihood of disclosure due to similar or
identical responsibilities at the new job.“
3.
Prior to the EEA, this doctrine was a powerful deterrent against “job-hopping” and trade secret theft or
misappropriation, e.g.: “In Pepsico, Inc. v. Redmond, 54 F.3d 1262 (7th Cir. 1995), the Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals
applied the inevitable disclosure doctrine in affirming a district court preliminary injunction barring a former
Pepsico marketing executive from holding a similar position at the Gatorade division of Pepsi's competitor Quaker
Oats. The Seventh Court recited the Illinois Uniform Trade Secret Act's provision for injunctions against "actual or
threatened misappropriation" of a trade secret (emphasis added; see also Cal. Civ. Code ' 3426.2(a)) and noted...."
(Quotes from "Seven Deadly IP Sins in Employee Hiring" linked to http://library.lp.findlaw.com)

